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1. L'1t::ood.uction 
Some introductory textbooks in mathematical statistics pose a problem equiva-
lent to the following [1]: "Show that the likelihood ratio principle leads to the 
same test, when testing a simple h~pothesis HQ against an alternative simple hypoth-
esis Ha., as that given by the Neyman-Pearson theorem." It is the object of this 
note to observe that a more careful wording of the problem would assume the existence 
of a (generalized) likelihood ratio test of a given size and to note that this exis-
tence is a non-trivial matter. 
Suppose that f(x;e0 ) and f(x;e1 ) represent specified (joint) probability densi-
ties associated with the (perhaps vector valued) datum x and corresponding to the two 
states of nature 90 and 8l_ • For observed x, we wish to test the simple null hy-
pothesis that f(•;e 0 ) produced x, against the simple alternative that f(·;e1 ) is the 
true underlying density. We write Ho : e = eo, H1 : 9 = ~ and define 
"'(x) ll(x) = f(x;: eo ) 
max( f(x; eo) J f(x; el )} 
Note that 0 $ ~x) $ 1 and that A(x) = min(~(x),l} • Finally, for specified 0 ~a~ 1, 
define the Neyman-Pearson (NP) and Generalized Likelihood Ratio (LR) tests as those 
vzith critical regions respectively 
, -2 .. 
where A and B are chosen (if they exist) to make 
a a -
2. Example 
We will restrict attention to a continuous random variable to emphasize that 
the possible non-existence of Ba is not due to its discreteness. Rather, it is 
that P ~(A( X) = 1) > 0 • Suppose, for example, that l'le seek size a = t tests of 
( ) ( ) ~-x Ho : e = 0 versus H1 : 9 = 1 for one observation from X ,.., N e, 1 • Then ). x = e 
and Po[ ).(X) < e~J = P0 [x > o] = -fz, i.e. Ai = et and ~P = {xlx > o} . But 
Po[I~X) = 1] = Po[f(X;O) ~ f(X;l)J =Po[ X s ~] = 0.691. Thus there does not 
exist a real number Ba for which P0 [/~(X) < Ba] = i • In fact there exist likelihood 
ratio tests only of size a~ 1 - .691 = ·309 and a = 1 • 
3· The Result 
We shall now show that if both NP and LR tests exist, then they are equivalent 
and establish conditions for their existence. First note that /~x) = min{).(x),l} 
$ ).(x) so that if ).(x) < c, then /~x) < c • Thus 
P80 [i~(X) < Ba] =a:= P90 [).(X) < Aa]::;: P90 [.t_(X) < Aa} and so Ba: ~ Aa 
Next observe that B is a non-decreasing function of a: and that for B > 1, 
a a: 
P90[A(X) < Ba] = 1, for Ba: = 1, Peo[Nx) < Ba] = 1 - P80 [i.(X) = 1] = a:o say, and 
Ba: s 1 if and only if P80[i .. (X) < Ba:] s: ao • Thus, there do not exist LR tests of 
size a > ao, except the test of size a: = 1. 
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Now, except for non-existence due to the possible discreteness of X, there 
are LR tests of size a ~ ao, and in this case Ba ~ 1 • So suppose a ~ ao and thus 
a= Peo[t\.(x) < Ba] = Peo[min[A.(X),l) < Ba(s:: 1)] 
= Peo[).(X) < Ba] 
s Peo[).(X) < Aa] 
=a 
Therefore P90[),(X) < Ba] = Peo[A.(X) < Aa] and we may take Aa: = Ba:,; 1 . In this 
case, ~x) < Ba if and only if min[).(x),l} < Ba if and only if ).(x) < Ba = Aa' i.e. 
X€~R if and only if X€~P' so the tests are equivalent. 
4. Summary 
In summary, we have shown that there exist generalized likelihood ratio tests 
only of size a:= 1 and a$ a 0 where oo = 1 - P90 [A(X) = 1] = 1 - P90[f(X;9o)j?f(X;SJ. )], 
and that if such a test exists, it is equivalent to the Neyman-Pearson (most powerful) 
test of the same size. 
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